
In a previous article in the World
Online Gambling Law Report1, I
explained that on 26 September
2013, the Office of Fair Trading
(the ‘OFT’) had published its
report entitled ‘Children’s Online
Games’ and had announced a
consultation until 21 November
2013 on eight fundamental
principles for online and app-
based games in light of concerns
that certain industry-wide
practices are potentially
misleading, commercially
aggressive or otherwise unfair. 

Following that consultation
process, the OFT published on 30
January 2014 its final version of
those principles. The industry
now has until 1 April 2014 to
ensure that its games are no
longer susceptible to criticism
for:
! lacking transparent, accurate

and clear up-front information
relating to costs and other
information materially relevant
to a customer’s decision about
whether to play, download or
sign up to a game;

! misleading commercial
practice, including failures to
differentiate clearly between
commercial messages and
gameplay;
! exploiting children’s

inexperience, vulnerability and
credulity, including by aggressive
commercial practices; 
! including direct exhortations

to children to buy advertised
products or persuade their parents
or other adults to buy advertised
products for them; and
! payments taken from account

holders without their knowledge,
express authorisation or informed
consent.

At the same time, the OFT
published guidance for parents that
is designed: 
! to help ensure that children are

not pressurised into making in-
game purchases; and 
! to reduce the risk of them

making unauthorised payments. 
Bearing in mind research findings

by PhonepayPlus in 2012 revealing
that nearly 90% of children aged
between seven and 15 had played
online games in the previous six
months, the OFT’s guidance
should be regarded as essential
reading material for the great
majority of parents in the UK. It
suggests that, in relation to their
children’s games, they should:
! check whether there are any in-

game purchases or whether the
game contains a social element; 
! if the former exist, check the

‘payment options’ settings on their
devices to make sure, for example,
that a password is required for each
individual purchase; 
! play the game themselves to

understand what their children will
see; and, just as importantly, 
! carry out further checks

regularly, bearing in mind that
game content could change via
automatic updates.

It is worth noting that, whilst the
OFT is currently pursuing four

criminal consumer enforcement
cases and 12 civil consumer
enforcement cases in relation to
this area of business activity, it has
nevertheless welcomed ‘the positive
engagement by the games industry
with the OFT’s investigation, and
the significant improvements to its
practices that have already been
made.’ 

Another influencing factor in this
respect is likely to have been the
continuing monitoring exercise of
gambling-style games being
conducted by the Gambling
Commission to assess whether:

(a) compulsory regulation should
be imposed on the industry or,
alternatively,

(b) self-regulation by operators
ensuring that adequate consumer
protections are in place.

The above said, there are some
operators who have so far chosen
to ignore the lead being taken by
the International Social Games
Association to ‘demonstrate it is
addressing the concerns raised’ and
such operators, and those advising
them, should particularly take note
of the OFT’s eight fundamental
principles. Examples of practices
likely to constitute non-compliance
(at least in the opinion of the OFT)
will include:
! the advertisement of a game as

free (or at a specified price without
further qualification) if, on
creating an account or
downloading a game, the
consumer may not:

1. access content integral to
gameplay or play the game in a
way that he/she would reasonably
expect without making in-game
purchases; or

2. access a significant proportion
of the game’s content, or continue
to play, without making a further
payment or series of payments.
! hiding away, ‘unflagged,’ in very

long terms and conditions (or a
complete absence of) information:

1. that a game contains third-
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The OFT’s final principles for
operators of online games
The Office of Fair Trading published
in September 2013 a report
examining online games aimed at
children. In the process it has
developed principles designed to
eliminate industry practices that are
potentially misleading, commercially
aggressive or otherwise unfair. The
OFT has, following consultation,
released its final version of these
principles, putting the games
industry on notice that
unacceptable behaviour will not be
tolerated. David Clifton, Director at
Clifton Davies Consultancy Limited,
explains what practices may be
seen by the OFT as non-compliant
with its principles. 
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specified period.
! exploiting a child consumer

(particularly a young child) by
implying that 

1. other players or characters in a
game are relying on him/her to do
something that ultimately is likely
to require a payment; or

2. he/she is in some way inferior
if he/she does not do something
that necessitates a purchase; or

3. a ‘limited edition’ feature is
scarcer than it actually is (by, for
example, not stating how long the
feature is available or that the
player can only get it – or is
significantly more likely to get it –
if he/she makes a purchase).
! in a game that is likely to

appeal to children:
1. which is a free ‘trial’ version,

intermittently during the gameplay
prompting, encouraging or inciting
the consumer to buy or upgrade to
a fuller game for which a payment
of money is required; or

2. where in-game currency may
be either earned through gameplay
or purchased for real money,
prompting (or encouraging or
inciting through use of in-game
statements or images) the
consumer to ‘buy more,’ or to visit
the shop to ‘get more,’ in-game
currency or to ‘become a member’
where to do so would require a
payment to be made; or

3. interrupting gameplay with a
message instructing the consumer
to ‘click here and buy’ an item for
use in the game, the effect of which
is to take the consumer to the shop
where the item may be purchased,
rather than for example merely
providing a mechanism for making
a purchase with equal prominence
being given to each of a ‘buy’ and
‘cancel’ button.
! not ensuring that, at the point

of each purchase, the consumer
explicitly acknowledges his/her
obligation to make a payment
because, for example:

1. once a payment account

holder has entered his/her
password for a first purchase, a
default setting (not chosen by that
person and of which he/she was
not made aware) means that the
password does not need to be re-
entered for a subsequent purchase;
or

2. within a ‘payment window’
setting selected by a payment
account holder, the operator does
not ensure that on each occasion
that person places an order to, for
example, ‘get more’ of a particular
item, he or she is required to
explicitly and unambiguously
acknowledge his/her obligation to
pay.

The above does not represent an
exhaustive list of potentially non-
compliant practices and other
regulators’ relevant codes, rules and
guidance will also need to be borne
in mind.

With effect from 1 April 2014, the
Competition and Markets
Authority (‘CMA’) will bring
together the existing competition
and certain consumer protection
functions of the OFT and the
responsibilities of the Competition
Commission. To quote its Chief
Executive Alex Chisholm, the CMA
“will pick up from where the OFT
has left off” by continuing to
monitor the online social games
market to check whether the
industry is complying with the
principles. Mr Chisholm added
that “failure to comply with the
principles could risk enforcement
action.” 

The industry has been warned.

David Clifton Director
Clifton Davies Consultancy Limited
dc@cliftondavies.com 

1. ‘The OFT’s investigation into
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party advertising; 
2. relating to cancellation rights;

or 
3. relating to the use of personal

data which is shared with other
parties for marketing purposes,
and any opportunity to accept or
reject such use (including when the
consumer is not informed of the
intended collection and processing
of such data upon its first
introduction by way of an update
to the game).
! provision of little or

inadequate information about the
operator (including how to make
rapid contact with the operator,
whether to make a complaint or
otherwise) or the operator
blocking or ignoring consumers’
correspondence.
! intertwining of, or a lack of

distinction between, gameplay and
1. the purchase by a consumer in

an online shop of in-game
currency for real money in
circumstances where he/she has
insufficient in-game currency to
carry out an action in the game (as
well as using similar language to
describe both the exchange of in-
game currency for game features
and the purchase of in-game
currency for real money); 

2. commercial messages intended
to encourage consumers in a game
with substantial free-to-play
content to pay for access to
premium content or features, so
that, for example, a consumer
cannot complete a game, or derive
the anticipated benefit from it,
without making a payment.
! not making clear or giving

little or no prominence to:
1. a game’s free-to-play option,

such that the average consumer is
likely to assume that he/she must
pay in order to progress and/or
continue to play the game, or

2. the fact that the consumer
may progress either by spending
in-game currency purchased with
real money or by waiting for a
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